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Stringent raw, rock 'n' roll with femme vocals and mod hooks. 9 MP3 Songs Sway Crummy Sway

Modernistic Rock Nine Times Songs Details: AMERICAN CHILLS is an amalgamation of crummy hard

rock and rock 'n' seethe Their mod-rock style is undeniable! The band came together in the spring of

2002 and soon hit the recording studio to put down their first stash of songs. Due to situations beyond

their control the entire CD was recorded and mixed in 5 days and the result is a raw, high-energy sound

that rocks almost as hard as their live show. Recently released to college radio nationwide, American

Chills is soon to hit the road. In the span of three months, the American Chills' debut NINE TIMES was

added to over 240 college and public radio stations all over the country. Suprisingly, the four had only

been playing together for six months before they put together the funds to record the CD and it was only a

month after the official release when NINE TIMES broke the College Music Journal Top 20 Adds chart at

#15! NINE TIMES thrived in the Top 30 on numerous college stations throughout the U.S. and can be

heard on 102.9 The Local Buzz in Nashville, TN. Check out the official website at americanchills.com!

Stations where you can request NINE TIMES: WUSR - Scranton, PA "Royal Radio" WNSU - Ft.

Lauderdale, FL WWEC - Elizabethtown, PA KMSC - Moorhead, MN WODU - Norfolk, VA "Old Dominion

Student Radio" WMUR - Milwaukee, WI "The Underground Sound" WSIA - Staten Island, NY "Staten

Island's Only FM" KCRH - Hayward, CA "East Bay's Best Variety" and more . . . Now with a new addition,

the superhot guitar licks of Daniel Yusi, American Chills is working on their next release due out in 2005!
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